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4GEO+5IGSO+2MEO (Operational Satellites July 2012)  
2012:  5GEO+5IGSO+4MEO(Regional Service) 
2020:  5GEO+3IGSO+27MEO(Global Service) 
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•   UEE –Multipath effect �

10 

The typical multipath effect is about 0.5 meter using UNICORE receiver �

2012 �
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SISRE:0.5~3.5m(95%) �
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•  SPP results of Beijing Station (U:16=>6m; EN:11=>5m) �
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•  SPP results of Perth Station (U:15-=>10m; EN:8=>5m)�
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19� * Provided by Unicore 
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Station� Horizontal 95%（m）� Up 95%（m）� Position 95%（m）�

Shanghai �  10.6�  15.0�  17.1�

Beijing � 13.6� 15.1� 18.7�

Wuhan� 10.0� 15.0� 16.8�

Xian� 13.4� 15.0� 19.4�

Perth, Australia� 13.8� 18.9� 21.1�

Singapore � 10.9� 19.1� 22.3�

Average level� 12.1� 16.3� 19.2�
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Station� NE95%（m）� U95%（m）� Availability 
（Horizontal  

25m，altitude  30m）�

Continuity �
（Horizontal  

25m，altitude  30m）�
Beijing � 8.728� 11.679� 99.501% � 97.446% �
Wuhan� 7.681� 13.070 � 99.512% � 98.131% �

Chengdu � 8.233� 12.201 � 99.200% � 97.219% �
Harbin � 9.728� 10.562 � 99.524% � 96.007% �
Lhasa � 11.707� 19.634 � 98.435% � 86.028% �

Shanghai � 8.277� 11.681� 99.367% � 97.713% �
Xi’an � 8.076� 11.345� 99.559% � 96.994% �
Perth, 

Australia �
7.726� 11.212� 99.308% � 95.613% �

Singapore � 7.867� 9.764� 99.705% �         95.452%�
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  Conventional pseudo-range differential positioning (Precision: 
2~3m, effective distance: 100~300km) 

•  Single-frequency pseudo-range observations 
•  Pseudo-range correction derived from one reference station with 

known coordinates 

  Regional multi-frequency pseudo-range differential 
positioning (Precision: 1~2m, effective distance: 50~300km) 

•  Multi-frequency pseudo-range (B1,B2,B3) observations 
•  Compute the pseudo-range correction for each frequency by using 

several reference stations with the known coordinates 
•  Pseudo-range corrections for the rover stations to be determined 

are the weighted averages of the corrections obtained from the 3 
frequencies  of  nearby reference stations  
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•  To improve significantly the precision of  conventional pseudo-
range differential positioning ,recursive coordinate increments 
from triple difference carrier phase are used to constrain 
pseudo-range difference 

•  Recursive approach of single-frequency carrier phase 
positioning does not eliminate coordinate parameters. It uses 
the coordinate increments from triple difference carrier phase 
and Kalman filtering to estimate coordinates and ambiguities  
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   Wide Area Differential Positioning (Precision: 1~3 m) 
•  Single-frequency pseudo-range observations 
•  Calculate satellite orbit and clock offset, and ionosphere delay from 

ground reference stations 
•  Correct raw observations by the above three terms 

   Wide Area Precision Point Positioning (Precision: 0.1~0.3 m) 
•  Multi-frequency carrier phase non-differential observations 
•  Calculate satellite orbit and clock offset, and ionosphere delay from 

ground reference stations 
•  Correct raw observations by the above three terms 
•  Estimate location parameters and integer ambiguities simultaneously 

   RTK Positioning (Precision: 0.01~0.05 m) 
•  Multi-frequency and multi-GNSS carrier phase double difference 

observations 
•  Integer ambiguity resolution 
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  15 stations 
    China 

•  Beijing 
•  Shanghai 
•  Wuhan 
•  Chengdu 
•  Hong Kong 
•  Harbin 
•  Lhasa 

    Overseas 
•  Netherland 
•  Australia 
•  Singapore 
•  South Africa 
•  Dubai 
•  Indonesia 
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Off-road IVECO� Toyota Prado�
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Place： Wuhan-Nanchang 
(within 250km) 
Equipment：  
reference station:Unicore UB240 
rover station: Unicore UB240 
constellation：3GEO+3IGSO 

Positioning 
method 

Horizontal 
(m) 

Height 
(m) 

3D 
(m) 

Pseudo-r 
difference 4.306 6.616 7.406 

SPS 15.05 37.05 43.575 

Wuhan�

Nanchang�
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•  Wuhan to Jinzhou, Distance: 202km 
•  Constellation：3GEO + 4IGSO 
•  Reference station: Unicore UB240, dual-frequency 
•  Rover station: Olinkstar CNS100-BG, single frequency 
•  Statistic of uncertainty(95%)：Horizontal 2.64m，Height 1.44m 
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•  WHU to WHU Science Park, Distance: 10 km, Time: 2012/02/10 
•  Constellation：4GEO + 5IGSO 
•  Reference station: Unicore UB240, dual-frequency 
•  Rover station:  
•  Olinkstar CNS100-BG, single frequency, navigation antenna 
•  Statistic of uncertainty(95%)：Horizontal 1.71 m，Height 2.00 m 
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•  Time：25/04/2012 
•  Constellation：  

4GEO+5IGSO 
•  Place： 
Wuhan urban road 
•  Equipment： 
Single frequency 
navigation 
Accuracy： 
Horizontal better than 
1m 

•  recovery time after 
signal interruption: 

      5~6 seconds 
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•  WHU to WHU Science Park, Distance: 10 km, Time: 2012/01/05 
•  Constellation：3GEO + 4IGSO 
•  Device: Unicore UB240, dual-frequency 
•  success rate of single epoch ambiguity fixing: 99.987%, Correct rate:

100% 
•  uncertainty  of real-time single epoch solution(95%)：Horizontal 2.3 

cm，Height 3.6 cm 

epoch�
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•  WHU to WHU Science Park, Distance: 10 km, Time: 2012/12/25 8:00-14:00 
•  Constellation：3GEO + 4IGSO 
•  Reference station: Unistrong; 
•  Rover station: Unistrong (triple frequency) 
•  success rate of single epoch ambiguity fixing: 99.987%, Correct rate:100% 
•  Real-time single epoch solution of static observations (95%)： 
•  Horizontal 2.4 cm，Height 4.2 cm 

Short initial time and stable precision with triple frequency 
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Real-time Precision（m） 
(95%)� E  0.04 � N   0.07 � U  0.07 �

Post processing 
Accuracy(m) (95%) � 0.02 � 0.05 � 0.06 �
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Results for 4GEO+5IGSO+2MEO 

One month RMS 
1-30,Sept. 2012 
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•  SLR Validation 



Allan Variance for GEO: CO3 �

Hadamard Variance for GEO: CO3�
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Allan Variance for IGSO: CO8 �

Hadamard Variance for IGSO: CO8 �
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•  Real-time kinematic PPP at  a fixed station (2012.01.22-24)  
•  Precision results: dm level 
•  Initialization time：about 1h 
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Stations East（cm） North（cm） Up（cm） 
CENT（Wuhan) 1.83  0.75  3.54  
CHDU（Chendu） 1.83  2.36  3.67  
SHA1（Shanghai） 2.45  1.24  2.97  

XIAN（xian) 1.43  1.58  1.74  
BJF1（Beijing） 2.63  0.84  2.70  

SIGP（Singapore） 3.73  1.43  5.53  
HRBN（Haerbin） 3.89  2.19  6.45  

PETH 1.25  0.60  2.67  
 Daily average 

RMS 2.38(cm) 1.37(cm) 3.66(cm) 

• Constellation：3GEO +5IGSO 
• Recivers：Unicore UB240, dual-frequency 



•  Time：2012.04.07-10 
Constellation：4GEO+5IGSO 
•  Place：Wuhan，baseline length :5-22km ，session length: 2hours 
•  Receivers：Unicore UB240, dual-frequency 
•  Baseline precision （Compared with GPS）：horizontal 

0.005m ，vertical 0.007m 
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  Beidou static millimeter level baseline solution 



SPP results (single frequency) 

the vertical component accuracy 
seems to be significantly 
improved when using  
GPS + Glonass + Beidou ! �
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•  The BeiDou system is a regional civil navigation system up to now 
and a global civil system up to 2020 which has pseudo-range 
observations and phase observations simultaneously at all three 
B1,B2 and B3 frequencies for all satellites in the one constellation 

•  The Beidou system is a regional navigation system which has 
capability to provide both standard positioning service and 
augmentation positioning  service  at the one constellation , and 
the augmentation signals can cover near the  3/4  earth 

•  The Beidou system is a regional navigation system which can 
provide both active and passive positioning services at the same 
time,  and  also provide  two-way short  massage communication  
service   
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•  BeiDou triple-frequency RTK is superior to double-frequency RTK 
in terms of effective range, initialization time and ambiguity 
reliability 

•  The third advantage makes more types of pseudo-range 
observation combinations and developing new pseudo-range 
difference methods possible, and also makes generating  more 
types of phase and  pseudo-range combinations possible   
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•  Develop new methods to determine precise clock offset for 
different types of Beidou satellites, which would significantly 
improve precision and reduce initialization time for PPP 
applications 

•  Precise solar radiation pressure models of BeiDou satellites at 
different heights and of different types should be further improved 
to increase the accuracies of satellite orbit determination and 
prediction 

•  Differential code biases （DCB）of different pseudo-range code 
observations need to be further investigated to use full potential of 
triple frequencies of Beidou System 

•  The phase center offsets and variation （PCO and PCV）of 
antennae in satellite and receivers, which are a key obstacle for 
high-precision applications, need to be further researched with 
more data 
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1.  Beidou system can provide standard precision services better 
than 10m in horizontal and 20m in vertical direction at 95% 
confidence level, based on the current 4GEO+5IGSO+2MEO 
constellation 
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2.  In China area,for navigation and precision positioning users, 
results accuracies by using GPS+BeiDou can be improved up to 
10%~20% relative to GPS only, and those combined by using 
Multi-GNSS can be improved significantly compared with only one 
system used 

3.       The results of experiments show: BeiDou has already had the 
technical capabilities for high-precision applications (static, 
kinematic, real-time and post-processing). BeiDou system will 
surely become a major player in high-precision applications , so 
far as appropriate augment infrastructure is available 
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